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THE   HELLFIRE   SERIES   
by   Jena   Gregoire,   Author   of   Urban   Fantasy   &   Paranormal   Romance   

SOMETIMES   YOU   HAVE   TO   FIGHT   FIRE   WITH   FIRE.   
  

Following  a  drunken  night  together,  the  vampire  Michael  “Vegas”           
Tremayne  takes  off  with  no  explanation,  leaving  Deziree  Davanzati  to            
wonder  if  they’d  made  a  terrible  mistake.  Rather  than  obsess  about  it,              
Dez  spends  most  of  her  time  at  Onyx,  the  rock  club  she  owns  and                
operates  for  the  supernatural  citizens  of  New  York  City.  All  are             
welcome-werewolves,  witches,  and  anyone  else  willing  to  play  nice  while            
under   her   roof   and   pay   their   tab   at   the   end   of   the   night.   
  

After  two  weeks  of  radio  silence,  Vegas  returns  with  alarming  news.  For              
the  first  time  in  more  than  four  centuries,  there  is  reason  to  believe  a                
pureblood  demon  is  walking  among  them.  They  suspect  someone  from            
the   the   Council   may   be   behind   the   creature’s   return,   but   to   what   end?   
  

With  the  Sentinel  Stone  missing,  they’re  down  to  the  wire  and  don’t  know               
who  to  trust.  Will  Dez  and  Vegas  stop  the  demon  in  time?  Or  will  Hell                 
itself   be   unleashed   upon   the   world?   
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Urban   Fantasy   &   Paranormal   Romance   
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$2.99   (ebook)   |   $9.99   (print)   
Kindle    |    Paperback   Coming   Soon   

What   Readers   Are   Saying…   
✮✮✮✮✮    “[Paranormal   Romance]   crime   novel   on   crack!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Great   start   to   a   new   series!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Great   characters   in   an   awesome   story!!!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Can’t   wait   for   the   next   one!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Spectacular!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Amazing   book!”   
✮✮✮✮✮    “Great   urban   fantasy!”  
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